DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

STACK OF TWO 8x10-10x19 ARRANGEMENT

STACK OF TWO 10x14-14x23 ARRANGEMENT

TWO ACROSS 8x10-19x10 ARRANGEMENT

TWO ACROSS 8x10-19x10 ARRANGEMENT

TWO ACROSS 8x10-19x10 ARRANGEMENT

STACK OF TWO 10x14-14x23 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

TWO ACROSS 16x20-35x16 ARRANGEMENT

DUO RECTANGLE 20x30-43x30 ARRANGEMENT

DUO RECTANGLE 24x36-51x36 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL

Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

THREE ACROSS 8x10-30x10 ARRANGEMENT

THREE ACROSS 10x14-36x14 ARRANGEMENT

THREE ACROSS 16x20-54x20 ARRANGEMENT

THREE ACROSS 20x30-66x30 ARRANGEMENT

THREE ACROSS 24x36-78x36 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL

Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

THREE SQUARE 12x12-42x12 ARRANGEMENT

STACK OF THREE 8x10
10x30 ARRANGEMENT

STACK OF THREE 10x14
14x36 ARRANGEMENT

STACK OF THREE 12x12
12x42 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

PICTURE WINDOW SQUARE-46x20 ARRANGEMENT

PICTURE WINDOW RECTANGLE-38x20 ARRANGEMENT

THREE PANORAMIC 10x24-36x24 ARRANGEMENT

THREE PANORAMIC 12x36-42x36 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.
www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

STEP & REPEAT FOUR RIGHT-25x27 ARRANGEMENT

MIRROR IMAGE FOUR RIGHT-27x28 ARRANGEMENT

STEP & REPEAT FOUR LEFT-25x27 ARRANGEMENT

STEP & REPEAT FOUR LEFT-27x28 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

BIG LITTLE • 36x37 ARRANGEMENT

HORIZONTAL REVERSE PICTURE WINDOW
52x23 ARRANGEMENT

MONTAGE • 44.5x33 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

ASYMMETRICAL FIVE RIGHT 36x36 ARRANGEMENT

ASYMMETRICAL FIVE LEFT-36x36 ARRANGEMENT

STEP & REPEAT FIVE LEFT-50x36 ARRANGEMENT

STEP & REPEAT FIVE RIGHT-50x36 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

PANORAMIC SPIRAL-36x36 ARRANGEMENT

PICTURE WINDOW OF FIVE-70x24 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

THREE SQUARED-42x42 ARRANGEMENT

TWO BY THREE STACKED-27x42 ARRANGEMENT
DESIGN-A-WALL
Multi-piece arrangements for every space and style.
Simple to design. Easy to hang.

www.shutterfly.com/design-a-wall

SYMMETRICAL SIX-42x27 ARRANGEMENT

SYMMETRICAL EIGHT-65x23 ARRANGEMENT